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Abstract—Protecting the on-chip cache memories against soft
errors has become an increasing challenge in designing new
generation reliable microprocessors. Previous efforts have mainly
focused on improving the reliability of the cache data arrays. Due
to its crucial importance to the correctness of cache accesses, the
tag array demands high reliability against soft errors while the
data array is fully protected. Exploiting the address locality of
memory accesses, we propose to duplicate most recently accessed
tag entries in a small Tag Replication Buffer (TRB) thus to
protect the information integrity of the tag array in the data
cache with low performance, energy and area overheads. A
Selective-TRB scheme is further proposed to protect only tag
entries of dirty cachelines. The experimental results show that
the Selective-TRB scheme achieves a higher access-with-replica
(AWR) rate of 97.4% for the dirty-cacheline tags. To provide
a comprehensive evaluation of the tag-array reliability, we also
conduct an architectural vulnerability factor (AVF) analysis for
the tag array and propose a refined metric, detected-without-
replica-AVF (DOR-AVF), which combines the AVF and AWR
analysis. Based on our DOR-AVF analysis, a TRB scheme with
early write-back (EWB) is proposed, which achieves a zero DOR-
AVF at a negligible performance overhead.

I. INTRODUCTION

Ionizing radiation induced single-event upsets (SEUs), also
known as soft errors, in semiconductor memories have been
recognized for a long time as a major reliability issue in
electronic systems [1][2]. Due to their large share of the
transistor budget and die area, on-chip caches suffer from a
significantly higher soft-error rate (SER) than other on-chip
components at the current and near future technologies [3].
An incorrect data value once read out from the cache may
crash the subsequent computation/communication, external
memory, or storage systems, leading to an overall system
failure or program inaccuracy. As a critical requirement for
reliable computing [4], protecting the information integrity
in cache memories has captured a wealth of research efforts
[4][5][6][7][8][9][10][11][12][13].

While most of the previous work is targeting at im-
proving the reliability of the data array in on-chip caches
[5][8][11][13][14][15], few researchers have directed their
attention to the reliability characterization and optimization
of the cache tag array. Due to its crucial importance to the
correctness of cache accesses, the tag array demands high
reliability against soft errors while the data array is fully
protected. The parity coding scheme is widely used to protect
the on-chip L1 caches in today’s reliable microprocessors such
as Intel Itanium 2 [16] and IBM Power6 [17] processors

due to its low cost. However, simple parity coding is only
capable of detecting an odd number of bit errors without
error recovery capability. On the other hand, error correcting
codes (ECCs) typically provide single error correction and
double error detection (SEC-DED). Nevertheless, the perfor-
mance overhead and additional energy consumption due to
ECC encoding/decoding make ECC a reluctant choice for
high speed on-chip L1 caches [4]. Instead, ECC codings are
widely adopted in L2/L3 caches that can tolerate longer access
latencies [16][17][18]. The only exception is AMD Opteron
server processors [19] in which the data array of the L1
data cache is ECC-protected and its tag array is still parity-
protected. Note that soft errors occurring in tag entries of dirty
cachelines in the L1 data cache cannot be recovered by the
parity coding.

Exploiting the address locality of memory accesses, we
propose in this paper a Tag Replication Buffer (TRB), a small
buffer that captures and maintains the replicas of frequently
accessed tag entries, to enhance the reliability of the tag
array in the L1 data cache. To further improve the protection
effectiveness and the provided reliability of the TRB, we
then propose a Selective-TRB scheme that only duplicates tag
entries for dirty cachelines, which demand much higher reli-
ability than clean cachelines. Our experimental results show
that the Selective-TRB scheme can achieve a 97.4 % AWR
(access-with-replica) rate with minimum overheads. In order
to provide a comprehensive evaluation on the reliability of the
cache tag array, we conduct a cache tag vulnerability factor
analysis and propose a refined evaluation metric detected-
without-replica-AVF (DOR-AVF) that combines the AVF and
AWR analysis. Based on our DOR-AVF analysis, a new TRB
scheme with early write-back (Selective-TRB-EWB) triggered
by a replacement in the TRB is proposed, which can achieve
a 100% AWR rate and a zero DOR-AVF for the tag entries
of dirty cachelines with a minimum performance and energy
overhead.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next
section discusses some related work. Section III describes
the proposed tag replication buffer (TRB) design. In Section
IV, we analyze the tag array vulnerability to soft errors and
propose our new reliability evaluation metric and the derived
Selective-TRB-EWB scheme. The experimental setup and
evaluation are presented in Section V. Section VI concludes
this work.
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II. RELATED WORK

The fault behavior of the CAM (content addressable mem-
ory) tags has been studied and single-error tolerant solutions
were provided in [20]. A functional level framework was
also proposed in [21] for implementing a fault-tolerant/self-
checking CAM architecture, with a focus on CAM cell de-
signs. Compared to the hardware circuit solutions in [20][21],
our scheme focuses on the microarchitecture design of the reli-
able cache. Biswas et al. [22] presented some initial efforts on
vulnerability analysis of the tag array. [23] proposed a detailed
lifetime model to characterize the vulnerability of the tag array
in both the L1 data and instruction caches. However, they did
not provide any reliability optimization schemes specifically
for the tag array. In this paper, we propose a tag replication
buffer (TRB) scheme to improve the reliability of the tag array
in the data cache by exploiting the address locality of memory
accesses. In [24], a caching address tag (CAT) scheme was
proposed to reduce the area cost of the cache tag arrays.
Due to the CAM implementation of the pointer part in the
tag side, the CAT design will incur extremely high energy
consumption caused by the CAM search operation in addition
to its area overhead, if the tag cache is directly adopted as
a replication buffer for reliability improvement. Zhang [25]
proposed to add a replication cache (R-Cache) to enhance data
cache reliability. R-Cache mainly focuses on the data array
reliability improvement in the data cache while ours is on
the tag array. R-Cache does not provide any explicit scheme
for protecting the tag array, nor can it handle erroneous tag
situations. Moreover, R-Cache needs to be updated on every
cache write operation while our TRB is only accessed when
the copy bit of the original tag entry accessed is zero. With
very high access-with-replica rates (>90%), our scheme incurs
significantly less frequent TRB accesses and is much more
power-efficient.

III. TAG REPLICATION BUFFER (TRB)

A. Basics of the TRB Design

Microprocessor issued memory accesses exhibit various
localities. The address locality is a form of locality due to the
spatial and temporal locality of memory accesses. It means that
if a memory address is referenced at a particular time, the same
address and its nearby memory addresses are very likely to be
referenced in the near future. In other words, only a small
set of the memory addresses are referenced during certain
execution time intervals. Since the tag entry of a cacheline
is the higher portion of the referenced address, it has a better
locality property than the full memory address. We call this
address locality cache tag locality (CTL). Exploiting the CTL,
we propose to duplicate the tag entries in a small cache-like
structure, called the tag replication buffer (TRB), to enhance
the reliability of the tag array in the data cache.

Our TRB design is an information redundancy based reli-
able scheme. However, simply keeping two or more identical
copies of the tag array is not area and energy efficient.
By exploiting the CTL, a small TRB (e.g., 32 entries) can
capture most of the tag references. Thus, by keeping the most
recently accessed (MRA) tag entries in the small TRB, we
can achieve a high access-with-replica (AWR) rate, providing
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Fig. 1. The block diagram of TRB designs.

a high reliability for the tag array. Notice that although the
TRB design studied in this work is targeting at the data cache,
it also applies well to the instruction cache since the instruction
cache has a better locality than the data cache.

B. Microarchitecture of the TRB

One of the key issues in the TRB design is how to locate the
replica entry in the TRB and how to identify the original tag
with its replica. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of our TRB
design. Each entry in the TRB has an additional space to store
a pointer. The pointer contains two parts: the set pointer and
the way pointer. The set pointer indicates the set of the original
tag entry and the way pointer indicates the way of the original
tag entry in a set-associative cache. Notice that the way pointer
is not needed in a directly-mapped cache. The copy bit in the
original tag array is also needed to indicate whether the tag
has a replica or not. A valid bit is added to each entry in the
tag replication buffer to indicate whether it is a valid or invalid
tag replica. If a tag entry with replica (its copy bit is set) needs
to access its replica in the TRB, its set index and way number
are used to perform a CAM search within the pointer part in
the small TRB, which shall be power/energy efficient due to
the small size.

C. How to Deal With Soft Errors

In the TRB design, all the tag bits including the original
ones and the replicas in the TRB are protected by parity
coding. If the single-bit error model is assumed, all errors
occurring in the tag array can be detected but not recovered
with parity coding. When a tag entry is accessed, the parity
checking is performed. If it passes the check, there is no
error in the tag. The normal routine of the cache access will
continue. If the parity checking fails, the copy bit is examined.
If the copy bit is one, it means that this tag has a replica in the
TRB. Then, the TRB is accessed and the replica is read out
for error recovery. If the replica passes the parity checking, we
can recover the original tag by copying back from the replica.
If the copy bit is zero or the parity checking of the replica
fails, the error in the original tag entry cannot be corrected
by the TRB design. Since the probability of error occurring in
both the original tag and its replica is extremely low, we use
the access-with-replica (AWR) rate, which is the ratio of the
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tag accesses with a replica in the TRB over the total number
of tag accesses, as one of the evaluation metrics for the TRB
design. The higher AWR rate indicates higher reliability of the
tag array. Notice that the pointer entry and the valid bit in the
TRB as well as the copy bit in the tag array are also protected
by the parity coding.

D. When to Duplicate

A common issue in the information redundant strategy is
when to make a redundant copy. In order to achieve the
high AWR rate, we propose to create replicas in both of the
following conditions: a) duplicating with a new cacheline -
making a replica in the TRB when a new tag entry is written
into the tag array, i.e., at the time when a new cacheline is
brought into the data cache from the L2 cache, b) duplicating
with a TRB miss - making a replica when the original
cacheline is hit and there is no replica in the TRB for its
tag entry, i.e., the copy bit in its tag entry is zero.

E. What to Do upon Replacement

In the TRB side, if we need to make a replica for a tag
entry while all the entries in the TRB are occupied, a victim
entry needs to be selected according to the replacement policy
applied. In our design, no pointer search operation is needed,
since the original tag of the victim entry can be directly located
by its pointers due to the 1-to-1 mapping property. Then, the
copy bits in the located tag entry is cleared to zero. After that,
the victim entry along with the pointer bits are replaced by the
new value. In the cache side, if a cacheline is to be replaced
due to a cache miss and the copy bit in its tag entry is one,
the replica in the TRB needs to be located and the valid bit
of the replica entry is reset to zero.

F. Replacement Policy: LRU+ and FIFO+

When a new cacheline is brought into the cache, a victim
entry needs to be selected in the TRB for the replica. Nor-
mally, the victim entry is selected through the LRU or FIFO
policy. However, most of the new cachelines will cause the
replacement of another valid cacheline in the cache. If that
cacheline has a tag replica in the TRB, the corresponding
replica will be located and invalidated as we discussed in
Section III-E. In that case, it should be beneficial to use
that invalidated entry as the victim entry instead of applying
LRU or FIFO policy, which may replace valid replicas used
by other tag entries. We call this new improved replacement
policy LRU+ or FIFO+. To support the LRU+ or FIFO+
replacement policy, the duplication logic is slightly modified
to wait till the replacement in the cache side is completed and
the victim tag replica in the TRB is located and invalidated if
any. Then the new tag value and pointers will be written into
the selected TRB entry without performing explicit LRU or
FIFO replacement in the TRB.

G. Selective TRB Schemes for Improving Protection Effective-
ness

Recent work [8][12] claimed that dirty cachelines should
have higher priority to be protected than the clean cachelines
in a write-back data cache. The clean cachelines in the L1 data
cache have their copies in the L2 cache, which can be used
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DUE AVFDRE AVF
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w/ Replica in TRB

Dirty Tag AVF

Tag AVF

Fig. 2. The AVF classification in the context of our TRB designs. A single-bit
error model is assumed for both the tag array and the TRB.

to recover from soft errors if the L2 cache is protected by
some highly reliable error coding schemes (e.g. ECCs) and
is error free, assuming a single bit error model. Unlike the
clean cachelines, the dirty cachelines do not have replicas in
the L2 cache. Therefore, we need schemes more reliable to
protect the dirty cachelines. When it comes to the tag array,
the consequences of an error-corrupted tag entry are different
from that of a cacheline. If the tag of a clean cacheline was
hit by soft errors and is detected by the parity checking during
a cache access, this cacheline can be simply invalidated and
possible reused to serve a later cache miss. On the other hand,
if the tag of a dirty cacheline is soft-error corrupted, the latest
data will be lost if the error in the tag is detected but however
not recovered. Thus, in terms of reliability requirement, tags
of dirty cachelines definitely demand a higher protection.
Based on that, we propose a Selective-TRB scheme that only
duplicates tags of dirty cachelines. This Selective-TRB scheme
is expected to have a better AWR rate compared to the original
one, since it reduces the number of tag entries that need to be
duplicated. Basically, the less dirty cachelines the data cache
has during the execution, the better AWR rate the Selective-
TRB can achieve.

IV. AVF ANALYSIS OF TAG ARRAYS

A. Detected withOut Replica (DOR) AVF

Our TRB design by default is protected by the parity coding.
If the single-bit error model is assumed, in the parity-protected
tag array, all single-bit errors will be detected by the employed
parity coding, and thus the original SDC (silent data cor-
ruption) AVF is converted into DUE (detected unrecoverable
error) AVF. However, for a clean cacheline with a detected
error in its tag, if we assume that the L2 cache is protected
by some means of ECC codings and is error free under the
single-bit error model, this single-bit error can be recovered by
invalidating the cacheline and reloading it from the L2 cache.
Thus, these single-bit errors in tag entries of clean cachelines
are DREs (detected recoverable errors). If an error hits the tag
of a dirty cacheline, the updates to the cacheline will be lost
since the tag cannot be recovered, which contributes to DUE.

In order to characterize and optimize the on-chip cache
reliability against soft errors, [22] and [23] proposed some
lifetime models to analyze the vulnerability of the tag array.
To evaluate the reliability provided by our TRB design, we
introduce a refined AVF metric that combines the vulnerability
factor and AWR analysis. It converts the tag DUE-AVF of a
dirty cacheline into two categories: detected without replica
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(DOR) AVF and detected with replica (DWR) AVF. The DUE-
AVF portion of the DWR-AVF is contributed by the fact
that the tag replica is also corrupted by soft errors. Since
the situation that there are errors in both the tag entry and
its replica rarely happens, lower DOR-AVF means higher
reliability in the tag array. If the strong assumption is made
that an error affected tag can always be recovered from its
replica, the DWR-AVF will be converted into the DRE-AVF.
A summary of this AVF classification in the context of our
TRB schemes is given in Figure 2.

B. AWR v.s. DOR-AVF

From the previous discussion, our Selective-TRB should be
a good choice to reduce DOR-AVF of the tag array in the data
cache by providing a higher tag replication rate for dirty cache-
lines. Note that all the duplication and replacement policies
studied so far in the TRB design are aiming at protecting the
most recently accessed tags by exploiting the address locality.
However, the major contributors to the tag AVF are the phases
with no access activity [23]. In other words, our Selective-
TRB scheme may not have a high RWR (replace-with-replica)
rate, which is the ratio of the tag replacements with a replica
in the TRB over the total number of tag replacements. To
summarize, in order to achieve a high AWR, we need to protect
the frequently accessed tags. However, to significantly reduce
the DOR-AVF, we may need to give priority to dirty cacheline
tags with a long dead time. In other words, an optimized TRB
scheme driven by AWR optimizations does not necessarily
lead to an optimized DOR-AVF. Therefore, a TRB design that
achieves both a high AWR rate (i.e., with priority of protecting
most frequently accessed tags) and a low DOR-AVF number
(i.e., with priority of protecting most vulnerable tags) is of
paramount importance to the provision of high reliability to
the tag array.

C. TRB Replacement Triggered Early Write-Back in Data
Cache

A direct solution to reduce the DUE-AVF is to use write-
through data caches. A non-protected write-through data cache
has a very low AVF in the tag array. In a parity-protected write-
through data cache, the tag array does not have the DUE-
AVF since all single-bit errors in the tag array of the data
cache can be recovered from the ECC-protected error-free L2
cache. However, due to the performance degradation and the
significantly increased accesses to the L2 cache [13][15], the
write-through data cache is not preferred for applications that
require high performance and low energy consumption.

In order to achieve both a high AWR and a low vulnerability
factor, we propose a new TRB scheme with early write-back
(EWB) in the data cache that is triggered by TRB entry
replacement. In this Selective-TRB-EWB scheme, we only
duplicate tags of dirty cachelines, which is similar to the
Selective-TRB scheme. When a replica entry in the TRB is
replaced in the Selective-TRB-EWB scheme, its corresponding
dirty cacheline will be forced to write back to the L2 cache.
Therefore, all the tags of dirty cachelines have their replicas
in the TRB and those dirty cachelines that are to lose their
replicas in the TRB will become clean due to the early
write-back. Since the replacement in the TRB does not occur

TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF THE SIMULATED PROCESSOR.

Processor Core

Datapath Width 4 inst. per cycle
Int Issue Queue 20 entries
FP Issue Queue 15 entries
Load/Store Queue 64 entries
Active list (ACL) 80 entries
Int Register File 80 registers
FP Register File 72 registers
Function Units 4 IALU, 2 IMULT/IDIV

2 FALU, 1 FMULT/FDIV/FSQRT
2 MemPorts

Branch Predictor

Branch Predictor Alpha 21264 tournament predictor
32-entry RAS

BTB 2048-entry 2-way

Memory Hierarchy

L1 I/DCache 64KB, 2 ways, 64B blocks, 2 cycles
L2 UCache 4MB, 8 ways, 128B blocks, 12 cycles
Memory 225 cycles first chunk, 12 cycles rest
TLB Fully-assoc., 128 entries

frequently with a high AWR rate, the Selective-TRB-EWB
scheme incurs much less L2 cache accesses than the write-
through scheme. Notice that our early write-back scheme in
the data cache is deterministic and not prediction based, which
is significantly different from the dead-time based early write-
back schemes in [13][15]. Most importantly, our Selective-
TRB-EWB scheme is expected to achieve a 100% AWR rate
for dirty cachelines and to reduce the DOR-AVF to zero.

V. EVALUATION

A. Experimental Setup

We derive our simulators from SimpleScalar V3.0 [26]
to model a contemporary high-performance microprocessor
similar to Alpha 21364. In the new simulator, the original
RUU (register update unit ) structure is replaced by a separated
integer issue queue, a floating-point issue queue, an integer
register file, a floating-point register file, and the active list
(a.k.a. the re-order buffer). The data cache is virtually tagged
with a 48-bit address and uses the write-back policy by default.
Table I gives the detailed configuration of the simulated
microprocessor. Cacti 4.2 [27] is used for area estimation and
energy profiling (at 70nm technology) during the simulation.

For experimental evaluation, we use the SPEC CPU2000
benchmark suite compiled for the Alpha instruction set archi-
tecture using the “-arch ev6 -non shared” option with “peak”
tuning. We use the reference input sets for this study. Each
benchmark is first fast-forwarded to its early single simulation
point specified by SimPoint [28]. We use the last 100 million
instructions during the fast-forwarding phase to warm-up the
caches if the number of skipped instructions is more than 100
million. Then, we simulate the next 100 million instructions
in detail.

B. TRB Sizes

Figure 3 shows the AWR rates for different TRB sizes. An
8-entry TRB only has a 69.9% AWR rate and the AWR rate
of a 16-entry TRB is increased to 82.7%. In comparison, a
32-entry TRB achieves a very high AWR rate, 91.5% on the
average. If we further increase the size of the TRB, the area
overhead of the TRB and the energy consumption in TRB
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Fig. 3. The AWR rate comparison of the TRB with different sizes.
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Fig. 4. The AWR rate comparison among the original TRB, Selective-TRB,
and Selective-TRB-EWB schemes.

accesses will dramatically increase. Therefore, to balance the
achieved AWR rate and the incurred overheads, we choose the
32-entry TRB in our TRB design.

C. TRB Replacement Policies

In the previous section, in order to study different design
schemes in the TRB, we assume the LRU as the default
TRB replacement policy. Although the LRU policy is good
at exploiting the property of locality, we need a more cost-
effective policy due to LRU’s implementation complexity.
Therefore, we compare LRU and FIFO replacement policies.
The results show that the LRU policy achieves the higher
AWR rate, 91.5%, while the AWR rate of the FIFO policy is
90.0%. To improve the TRB replacement policy, we propose
the LRU+ and FIFO+ in Section III-F. Experimental results
show that the LRU+ and FIFO+ can improve the AWR by
0.6% and 1.0% on the average without noticeable overheads.
The LRU information needs to be updated upon every tag
access. Therefore, for a cost-effective design, we will use the
FIFO+ policy in the following study.

D. Selective-TRB

In order to study the effectiveness of our Selective-TRB,
we first conduct a profiling on the cacheline distribution in a
write-back data cache. Our results show that on the average
only 33% of the cachelines in the data cache are dirty during
program execution. The clean cachelines account for 66% and
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Selective-TRB-EWB data caches is zero.

the rest are invalid (not in use). By duplicating and maintaining
the tags of only dirty cachelines in the TRB, the Selective-TRB
should deliver a much higher AWR rate due to the virtually
tripled TRB size. Figure 4 shows that the AWR rate of our
selective scheme is increased to 97.4% compared to the 91.0%
in the original scheme. Notice that the results are based on the
32-entry TRB with FIFO+ policy.

E. Performance, Energy and Area Impacts

To evaluate the overheads of our TRB design, we assume
that the parity checking can be overlapped with the tag
comparison and will not cause additional delay to the cache
access. The energy number for parity coding is scaled from
[9]. The area overhead is estimated with a modified Cacti 4.2
[27]. For the CAM estimation of the pointer part in the TRB
design, we utilize the implementation of the tag matching in
a fully-associative cache from Cacti. The results show that
our Selective-TRB introduces 17.2% energy and 15.6% area
overheads with negligible performance degradation.

F. DOR-AVF and TRB with Early Write-Back

To evaluate the reliability of our TRB design, we have intro-
duced a new metric, DOR-AVF. Figure 5 shows that the TRB
and Selective-TRB schemes have reduced the tag DOR-AVF of
dirty cachelines from 31.7% to 22.6% and 16.7%, respectively.
This moderate improvement of the DOR-AVF is mainly due
to the fact that TRB is not directly optimizing the long idle
vulnerable phases. The replace-with-replica (RWR) rates stay
low, 18.3% for the TRB and 51.4% for the Selective-TRB.
However, if we use a write-through cache, the performance
will degrade 3.7% and the energy consumption of the L2 cache
will be more than doubled compared to that in a write-back
cache as shown in Figure 6.

By early writing back dirty cachelines triggered by the TRB
replacement, Selective-TRB-EWB achieves a 100% AWR rate
as shown in Figure 4 and a 100% RWR rate, consequently
delivering a zero DOR-AVF for the tags of dirty cachelines
as shown in Figure 5. Our experimental results show that
Selective-TRB-EWB with a 32-entry TRB incurs a negligi-
ble performance loss (< 0.01%). Notice that reducing the
TRB size will cause more early write-back operations to the
L2 cache. To further study the energy consumption in our
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Fig. 6. The comparison of L2 cache energy consumption among conventional
write-back (WB), write-through (WT), and Selective-TRB-EWB data caches.

Selective-TRB-EWB design, we conduct the simulation with
different TRB sizes. Figure 6 shows that the Selective-TRB-
EWB with a 32-entry TRB only incurs a 9.7% energy increase
in the L2 cache. If we further decrease the TRB size to 16-
entry or 8-entry, the energy consumption will increase by
18.8% or 27.9% compared to that in the write-back cache.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a tag replication buffer (TRB)
design by exploiting the memory address locality to protect
the tag array of the on-chip data cache against soft errors.
Selective-TRB are proposed to further improve the reliability
in our TRB designs. Our simulation results show that the
Selective-TRB scheme with the FIFO+ replacement policy
achieves a high AWR rate of 97.4% for the tags of dirty
cachelines, at a moderate hardware overhead. To further char-
acterize and optimize the reliability of the cache tag array, we
conducted the AVF analysis and proposed a refined evaluation
metric DOR-AVF that combines the vulnerability factor and
AWR analysis. Based on our DOR-AVF analysis, we proposed
the Selective-TRB-EWB scheme to further improve the tag
array reliability by optimizing the contradicting AVF and AWR
simultaneously. Our experimental evaluation shows that the
Selective-TRB-EWB scheme achieves a 100% AWR rate and
a zero DOR-AVF for the tags of dirty cachelines at a negligible
performance loss and a minor energy overhead. These results
confirm that our TRB schemes can be an effective solution to
protect the tag arrays of on-chip caches for high-performance
reliable microprocessors. Furthermore, since our TRB schemes
are targeting at protecting the tag array in the L1 caches, they
can also be adopted to improve the reliability of the private
L1 caches in the multi-/many-core architectures.
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